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Instructions: Read each question carefully and choose the best answer.
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Lost at the Beach

1. Which of the following best 
explains the title “Lost at the 
Beach”?

A Angela got lost with her 
grandmother at the beach.

B Angela got lost by herself  
at the beach.

C Angela got lost with her 
family at the beach.

D Angela lost her bracelet  
at the beach.

2.  Who gave Angela her bracelet?

A her brother

B her mother

C her grandfather

D her grandmother

3.  Which words from the passage 
help readers understand what  
a beach is? 

A bracelet and metal

B waved and smiled

C ocean and sand

D shoes and walk

4.  What did Grandpa do to try to 
solve the problem in the story?

A He used his metal detector.

B He put on his glasses.

C He looked all over the house.

D He asked everyone he saw.

5.  When did the problem in the 
story probably happen?

A  when Angela waved to the 
woman in the boat

B  when Angela took off  
her shoes

C  when Angela burst into 
action with her family

D  when Angela began to walk 
down the beach
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Lost at the Beach

1.  Which of the following best explains the title “Lost at the Beach”?

D  Angela lost her bracelet at the beach. Main Idea and Details

2.  Who gave Angela her bracelet?

D her grandmother Story Elements

3.  Which words from the passage help readers understand what a beach is?

C ocean and sand Vocabulary

4.  What did Grandpa do to try to solve the problem in the story?

A  He used his metal detector. Problem and Solution

5.  When did the problem in the story probably happen?

B  when Angela took off her shoes Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions


